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ABSTRACT

In automatic speech recognition, word graphs (lattices) are
commonly used as an approximate representation of the com-
plete word search space. Usually these word lattices are
acyclic and have no a-priori structure. More recently a new
class of normalized word lattices have been proposed. These
word lattices (a.k.a. sausages) are very efficient (space) and
they provide a normalization (chunking) of the lattice, by
aligning words from all possible hypotheses. In this paper
we propose a general framework for lattice chunking, the
pivot algorithm. There are four important components of
the pivot algorithm. First, the time information is not neces-
sary but is beneficial for the overall performance. Second,
the algorithm allows the definition of a predefined chunk
structure of the final word lattice. Third, the algorithm op-
erates on both weighted and unweighted lattices. Fourth, the
labels on the graph are generic, and could be words as well
as part of speech tags or parse tags. While the algorithm
has applications to many tasks (e.g. parsing, named entity
extraction) we present results on the performance of confi-
dence scores for different large vocabulary speech recogni-
tion tasks. We compare the results of our algorithms against
off-the-shelf methods and show significant improvements.

1. INTRODUCTION

In large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR),
the word search space, which is prohibitively large, is com-
monly approximated by word lattices. Usually these word
lattices are acyclic and have no a-priori structures. Their
transitions are weighted by acoustic and language model
probabilities. More recently a new class of normalized word
lattices have been proposed [1]. These word lattices (a.k.a.
sausages) are more efficient than canonic word lattices and
they provide an alignment for all the strings in the word lat-
tices.

In this paper we propose a general framework for lattice
chunking, the pivot algorithm. In terms of state transition�
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Fig. 1. The state transition matrices for topologically sorted
traditional lattices and pivot alignments. ����� 	 is 
 if there is
at least one transition between states � and � ,  otherwise.

matrix this corresponds to decomposing the lattice transi-
tion matrix into a block diagonal (chunk) matrix. Figure 1
shows the state transition matrices for topologically sorted
traditional lattices and the new type of lattices we propose,
the pivots. The elements ����� 	 are binary, 
 if there is at least
one transition between states � and � ,  otherwise. In the rest
of the paper we will refer to ����� 	 as the equivalence class of
state transitions from state � to � . The state transitions ����� 	
can be weighted or unweighted. In the weighted case, the
cost associated to the transition from state � to state � , with
label ��� is �������� 	 .

There are four important components of the pivot algo-
rithm:

1. The time information computed using the frame num-
bers is not necessary but is beneficial for the overall
performance.

2. The algorithm allows the definition of a predefined
chunk structure for the final lattice.

3. The algorithm operates on both weighted and unweighted
lattices.

4. The labels on the graph are generic and could be words
as well as part of speech tags or parse tags.

We describe the algorithm here in the context of automatic
speech recognition (ASR). Lattice chunking has the clear
advantage of normalizing the search space of word hypothe-
ses. The advantages of these normalized lattices are in terms
of memory and computation:� Memory The resulting structures (pivots) are much

smaller in size (order of magnitudes), while preserv-
ing accuracy of the original search space.



� Computation Normalized matrices have the compo-
sitional property. Suppose that we want to compute
the word string with lowest weight, ������� among all
strings � �!�#"%$'&(&(&'$)� � $'&(&(&($)�+* in the lattice:

� �,�-� �/.10324 5� �76 4 � � ���� 	 � 5 �+8 .10324 8 5-9 � �
9 ���� 	 (1)

where �;:<�/= " $'&(&'&)=>�?$'&(&(&@=>A is the set of word strings
recognized by the BDC�E lattice chunk, FG: .

There are many applications where these properties have
been very useful. In the case of weighted lattices, the transi-
tion probabilities on the pivots can also be used as word con-
fidence scores. The posterior probabilities on the most prob-
able path of the resulting pivot alignment have been used
as confidence scores for unsupervised learning of language
models [2] and active learning for ASR [3]. The pivot struc-
ture of competing word hypotheses, as well as their confi-
dence scores have been used for improving spoken language
understanding [4], machine translation [5] and named entity
extraction [6]. In [7] the compositional property has been
extended to the case of weighted string costs. In this pa-
per we present the application of the pivot algorithm to the
computation of word confidence scores for all the strings in
a word lattice. We present results on the performance of
confidence scores for a large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition task.

In the next section, we describe the algorithm. In the
third section, we provide experimental results.

2. APPROACH

The sausage algorithm proposed in [1] is designed to re-
duce word error rate and is thus biased towards automatic
speech recognition. The pivot algorithm is general and aims
to normalize the topology of any input graph according to
a canonic form. The parameters of the algorithm can be
used to optimize a specific cost function (e.g., word error
rate). The algorithm is summarized in Figure 2 and a brief
description of the steps is given below:

1. If the lattice is weighted, we first compute the pos-
terior probability of all transitions in the word graph,
by doing a forward and a backward pass through the
graph. At this point, the posterior probability of a
transition could be used as a confidence score by it-
self, but some improvements are possible by taking
into account the competing hypotheses in the same
time slot. In the case of unweighted lattices, we skip
this step.

2. We then sample a sequence of states that lie on a
path,1 in the lattice, to use as the baseline of the pivot

1A path is a sequence of state transitions from the initial state to a final
state.

1. Compute the posterior probabilities of all transitionsH
in the word graph.

2. Extract the pivot baseline path.
3. For all transitions

H
in the topologically ordered lat-

tice, do:

1. Using I)JLKNM , find the most overlapping location
on the pivot baseline (defined by a start state OQP
and an end state OSR ).

2. If there is no transition at that location that pre-
cedes
H

in the lattice,

(a) If a transition with the same label already
occurs at that location, add posterior prob-
ability of

H
to the posterior probability of

that transition.
(b) Otherwise, insert a new transition to that

location with the label and posterior prob-
ability of

H
.

3. Otherwise,

(a) Insert a new state O � to the pivot align-
ment.

(b) Assign that state a time information.
(c) Change the destination state of all transi-

tions originating from state OQP to O � .
(d) Insert a transition between states OS� andO R , assign it the label and posterior of

H
.

Fig. 2. The pivot algorithm.

alignment. This path can be the best path or the longest
path of the lattice, as well as any random path. The
selection of the path can be optimized towards a spe-
cific cost function (e.g., word error rate). In most of
our experiments, we either used the best or the longest
path. The states on the pivot alignment baseline are
assumed to inherit their time information from the lat-
tice. In our algorithm, the time information is not nec-
essary, but beneficial for the overall performance. We
define time slot I)J>K H M of transition

H
as the speech

interval between the starting and ending time frames
of
H

.

3. In the lattice, each transition overlapping I)JLK H M is a
competitor of

H
, but competitors having the same word

label as
H

are allies [8]. We sum the posterior prob-
abilities of all the allies of transition

H
and we ob-

tain what we call the posterior probability of word � .
To compute the sum of the posterior probabilities of
all transitions labeled with word � , that correspond
to the same instance, we traverse the lattice in topo-
logical order, and insert all transitions into the pivot
alignment baseline. When we find the most overlap-



ping location on the baseline, defined by a source and
a destination state, we check if there is already a tran-
sition at that location that precedes

H
on a path in the

lattice. Insertion of
H

at that location would violate
the transition ordering defined by the initial lattice. If
there is no such transition, we check if another tran-
sition with the same label already occurs in between
those two states. In the presence of such a transition,
we increment its posterior probability by the posterior
probability of the new transition. In the absence of a
transition with the same label, we create a new transi-
tion from the source to destination state, with the label
and the posterior probability of the currently traversed
transition on the lattice. If the insertion of

H
violates

the transition ordering of the lattice, we create a new
location, by inserting a new state in between source
and destination. We change the destination state of all
the transitions from the source state and make them
point to the newly inserted state. We insert the cur-
rent transition from the lattice, in between the newly
created state and the destination state. In the current
implementation, we assign the newly inserted state,
the mean of the times of source and destination states
as state time.

When the time information is not available, we assign each
state of the lattice its approximate location on the overall lat-
tice. According to this, the initial state is assigned a location , the final states that do not have any outgoing transition
are assigned a location 
 . All the other states in between are
assigned a real number in KTU$(
>M , obtained by dividing the
average length of all paths up to that state by the average
length of all paths that go through that state. These num-
bers can be computed by a forward and a backward pass
through the lattice. We use these approximate state loca-
tions to obtain I)J>K H M . The pivot algorithm runs in V1K�WGXZY�M
time, where W is the number of state transitions in the lat-
tice, and Y is the number of chunks in the resulting structure
plus the average fan-out of the pivot alignment states at the
time of the insertion. Y is usually much less than W . For
example, if the best path is used as the pivot baseline, thenY is the length of the best path plus the number of state in-
sertions made and the average fan-out. The complexity of
the pivot algorithm is better than the algorithm of Mangu et.
al. which runs in V1K�WS[>M time.

3. EVALUATION

We performed a series of experiments to test the quality of
the pivot alignments and the confidence scores on them.
For these experiments, we used a test set of 2,174 utter-
ances (31,018 words) from the database of the How May
I Help You? \'] (HMIHY ^ A ) system for customer care [9].
The language models used in all our experiments are tri-
gram models based on Variable Ngram Stochastic Automata

[10]. The acoustic models are subword unit based, with tri-
phone context modeling and variable number of gaussians
(4-24). The word accuracy of our test set when recognized
with these models is 66.2%, and the oracle accuracy of the
output lattices is 85.7%. Oracle accuracy is the word ac-
curacy of the path in a lattice, whose labels are closest to
the reference sequence. It is an upper-bound on the word
accuracy that can be obtained using these lattices. To as-
sess the quality of confidence scores on pivot alignments,
we plot false rejection versus false acceptance. False re-
jection (FR) is the percentage of words that are correctly
recognized in the ASR output, but are rejected as their con-
fidence score is below some threshold. False acceptance
(FA) is the percentage of words that are misrecognized but
are accepted as their confidence score is above that same
threshold. In Figure 3, we have plotted the FR versus FA
curves using different thresholds, for four different types of
confidence scores: the posterior probabilities of the transi-
tions on the best path of the lattice, the most likely path of
the pivot alignments using approximate time information,
consensus hypotheses of sausages, and the most likely path
of the pivot alignments using time information. The curve
that is closest to the origin is the best one, as it has the min-
imum error rate (false rejection and acceptance). Both pivot
alignments and sausages result in better confidence scores
than the naive approach of using the posterior probabilities
on the best path of the lattice. Although the pivot align-
ments using time information were generated in much less
time than sausages, their FR versus FA curve is almost over-
lapping with the one obtained using sausages [1]. When the
time information is not available, the FR versus FA curve
for the pivot alignments is only slightly worse than the one
obtained using time.
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Fig. 3. FR versus FA curves for various confidence scores.

Another method for testing the quality of the confidence
scores is checking the percentage of correctly recognized
words for given confidence scores. One may expect Y %
of the words having the confidence score of YU_?
`> to be
correct. Figure 4 shows our results for confidence scores
extracted from the best path of pivot alignments computed
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Fig. 4. Percentage of correctly recognized words in confi-
dence score bins. a

Oracle Accuracy
0.4 67.5%
0.2 70.8%
0.1 74.2%
0.05 77.0%
0.01 81.2%

0 86.7%

Table 1. Oracle accuracies when we pruned all transitions
having a posterior probability less than Y .
without using time information. As seen, the percentage
of correctly recognized words in each confidence score bin
increases almost linearly as the confidence score increases.

To assess the quality of the pivot alignments, we have
computed oracle accuracies after pruning the pivot align-
ments with two different criteria. In Table 1, the oracle
accuracies after pruning the pivot alignments by using a
threshold for posterior probability are presented. Any arc
which has a posterior probability less than Y has been pruned
from the pivot alignment, then the oracle accuracy has been
computed on the pruned pivot alignment. In Table 2, the
oracle accuracies after pruning the pivot alignments using
the rank of the transitions are presented. In between all two
states connected by a transition, only the top B transitions
that have the highest posterior probability has been retained
when computing the oracle accuracy. For example, if we
use only the two transitions that have the highest posterior
probabilities, we can achieve an oracle accuracy of 75.5%.
These numbers indicate that, using the top candidates in the
pivot alignments, instead of just the ASR 1-best hypothesis,
it is possible to be more robust to ASR errors.

The sizes of the pivot alignments are much smaller than
the corresponding lattices. In our tests, the size of the pivot
alignments is 7% of the size of the lattices.b

Oracle Accuracy
1 66.2%
2 75.5%
3 79.0%
4 80.9%c 86.7%

Table 2. Oracle accuracies when we took only the most
probable B candidates in between all states.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a general algorithm for lattice chunking.
Our algorithm does not require any time information on the
input lattice, and the labels of the lattice can be words as
well as part of speech tags or parse tags. While the algo-
rithm has applications to many tasks, such as parsing and
named entity extraction, we described the algorithm in the
context of ASR. We have presented the application of the al-
gorithm to the computation of word confidence scores. We
have compared the results of our algorithm against off-the-
shelf methods and have shown significant improvements.
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